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GHS in practice

Manufacturers and distributors of all sizes 
are facing the challenge of globalisation in 
the marketplace and the explosion of 
international regulatory initiatives. It 
follows that, industry is facing an 
increased emphasis on global hazard 
communication and regulatory 
compliance. 

Developing accurate communication 
documentation can be a cumbersome and 
labour intensive task, and many 
companies struggle to stay up to date on 
the regulatory changes that impact their 
hazard communication requirements and 
the content of these documents. 

Harmonisation: the key word
No regulation has had more of a global 
impact on the format and content of safety 
data sheets (SDSs) and label documents 
than the UN Globally Harmonized System 
(GHS) Regulation. But understanding the 
requirements from country to country is 
no simple task when you consider that 
GHS is not, in fact, harmonised as its name 
would suggest. 

Consider the GHS legislation currently 
pending around the globe. As of 1 January, 
any chemical listed in Taiwan’s phase III 
list must comply with GHS requirements. 
Manufacturers, importers, suppliers and 
users in Singapore must re-classify and 
label existing single substance chemicals 
by 7 March to reflect the latest adoption of 
the 4th revision of the GHS’s so-called 
Purple Book. Manufacturers and importers 
of mixtures will have to comply with GHS 
requirements by 1 July, while Singaporean 
users of hazardous materials have an 
additional year to comply. In the 
Philippines, employers and users, whose 
businesses involve the use of hazardous 
chemicals, must also comply with GHS 

requirements by late March. The 
Malaysian chemical industry must comply 
with GHS for both single substances and 
mixtures from 17 April.
 
The key date for the chemical industry in 
Turkey, the US and the EU will be 1 June: 
all EU chemical mixtures must comply 

with GHS by that date. It is also the 
deadline for US manufacturers, importers 
and employers to comply with Hazcom 
2012. Distributors in the US have until 1 
December for their labels to conform to a 

GHS format. Meanwhile, substances and 
mixtures in Turkey are subject to the new 
GHS classification and labelling 
requirements as mandated by the Turkey 
CLP (No. 28848). For products already on 
the market, relabelling must be done by 1 
June, while products introduced after that 
date will have a month to comply. 

Canada also recently finalised its 
hazardous products Regulation (HPR) that 
implements GHS. Canada is taking a 
phased approach towards implementation. 
In Phase 1, from 11 February 2015 to 1 June 
2017, manufacturers, importers, 
distributors and employers are permitted 
to use either the old standard (Controlled 
Products Regulation “CPR”) or the new 
standard. In Phase 2, from 1 June 2017 to 1 
June 2018, manufacturers and importers 
are required to comply with HPR only, 
while distributors and employers may 
choose between CPR and HPR 
requirements. In Phase 3, from 1 June 2018 
to 1 December 2018, only employers are 

Authoring hazard communication

Compliant and up-to-date documents are becoming the backbone of a sound product 
stewardship programme

No regulation has had 
more of a global impact 
on the format and content 
of safety data sheets and 
label documents than the 
UN GHS regulation

It is vital to understand that each country has its own set of regulatory requirements, with regular 
amendments and evolving deadlines
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allowed to comply with either CPR or 
HPR, while all others must use HPR 
requirements. In the completion phase 
after 1 December 2018, all stakeholders 
must comply with HPR requirements.
 
Many other countries are expected to 
further their GHS implementation. China 
is expected to release its GHS classification 
list early this year. Vietnam is expected to 
finalise a draft regulation requiring the 
classification and labelling of pesticides in 
accordance with GHS in early 2015. In 
November 2014, Mexico issued a draft 
standard, NOM-018-STPS-2014, aligning 
Mexico with the 5th revised edition of 
GHS once it is finalised in early 2015. The 
new standard will create a mandatory 
GHS scheme, effectively changing it from 
the current voluntary system. Industry 
will have a transition period of three years 
to comply with the new standard. 
 
Approaches to authoring
There are a number of ways for companies 
to manage the increasingly complex world 
of hazard communication. There is no 
one-size-fits-all solution. Companies must 
determine if they are prepared to handle 
the influx of work with in-house staff. 
Looking to an outside solution provider 
may be necessary to supplement or in 
some cases, assume complete 
responsibility during the changing 
regulatory climate. 

Some companies have robust regulatory 
departments and the appropriate in-house 
expertise to stay current on global 
regulatory and hazard communication 
requirements. In this case, purchasing an 
SDS authoring platform and hiring 
experienced SDS authors in-house may be 
the best and most cost effective option. 
Factors to consider include staffing, 
in-house expertise, number of products 
and new product development activity, 
initial and ongoing cost of software, 
hardware requirements, IT resource 
availability and integration needs. 

At some point, many companies with 
in-house authoring capabilities find that 
they are overwhelmed and falling behind. 
This may be due to a merger or 
acquisition, staffing issues, regulatory 
changes or in-house hardware or software 
issues. At times like these, a solution may 
be to hire outside authors to assist with the 
extra authoring that cannot be handled by 
the existing in-house staff. This type of 

authoring is completed remotely by 
experienced authors in the customer’s 
authoring platform. This approach 
minimises long-term costs by providing 
temporary in-house expertise in all 
regulatory areas. 

Many aspects of authoring are completed 
by the outside service provider but this 
option allows the company to maintain 
control of many of the facets of their 
authoring operations. Co-sourced 
authoring is a solution that allows the best 
of both worlds; the ability to maintain an 
active role in the authoring and decision-
making process without the staffing 
demands.

In many cases, purchasing authoring 

software is not a practical solution and 
companies choose to “outsource” their 
SDS and label authoring needs. In this 
case, outsourced authors will complete the 
authoring using a reliable authoring 
platform. Outsourcing completely allows 
the company to focus on what it does best 
– bringing its products and services to the 
market place and can reduce headcount 
needs. 

Best practices
The typical process of generating an SDS 
starts with gathering and reviewing 
product data, loading it into the authoring 
software, applying the rules, then 
reviewing the output and generating the 
required documents. But in practice, this is 
not so simple; factors such as incomplete 
product composition data, missing data, 
missing or incorrect rules, inadequate 
author training, hardware or internal IT 
issues and other inefficiencies can 
undermine the entire process and result in 
incorrect and non-compliant SDS and label 

documents. Developing best practices is 
critical to authoring efficiently and 
ensuring that SDS and label documents 
will be compliant.

Data at the core
Clear, accurate product and substance data 
is the backbone of the authoring process 
and can be the decisive factor in the 
success of your entire operation. 
Understanding exactly which data to use 
can be a complicated process, but solutions 
such as an automated system can turn an 
otherwise time-consuming, error-prone 
process into a streamlined one that results 
in consistency and reproducibility in your 
product SDSs and labels. It is vital to have 
robust processes in place to facilitate this 
data collection and data input into the 
authoring software. 
Whether through in-house experts or 
third-party solutions, it is essential to 
establish a procedure for maintaining data 
in your system, as it provides a foundation 
for the later stages of the process. 

Understand regulatory 
requirements
Understanding the regulatory 
requirements that affect authoring your 
products and your horizontal and vertical 
markets is the next challenge to the 
authoring process. Regulations are 
constantly changing, forcing companies to 
constantly analyse the impact these 
changes have on their products. If you are 
using an SDS authoring platform, these 
changes may be integrated into the 
software through regulator software 
updates and releases. If you are managing 
this software in-house, it is essential to 
consult the user manual and other 
associated documentation, which can 
provide guidance on how to most 
effectively make use of the new content. 
Another option is to engage the software 
company to provide periodic training to 
your authoring group to allow you to take 
advantage of the new features and 
regulatory content. 

Know the rules
Rules are designed to automate the 
authoring process for the user. Carefully 
designed rules enable the user to enter the 
product data and generate a fully 
compliant document with little or no 
manual intervention. However, many 
companies have their own unique business 
requirements, therefore in some cases, 
rules must be modified to include these. 
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Careful development of rules is critical to 
ensure regulatory compliance and 
maintain a high level of efficiency and 
automation in the authoring process. 
Where companies do not have the 
in-house expertise to develop or alter 
rules, it is imperative to engage your 
software provider in this effort. 

It is vital to understand that each country 
has its own set of regulatory requirements, 
with regular amendments and evolving 
deadlines. Take advantage of transition 
periods, as they provide a timeline to 
ensure compliance with the new 
regulations. Transition periods vary 
greatly from country to country. 
Developing a timeline for conversion is a 
critical component of the overall project 
plan. 

Optimising templates
Templates are a key stage in the SDS 
creation process. Each country has its own 
unique requirements for SDS and label 
content. For many companies accustomed 
to the more performance-based ANSI 
requirements and for companies that have 
never been required to have SDS 
documents, the level of detail and 

complexity in the global arena may seem 
overwhelming. Unfortunately, with the 
advent of GHS, attention to detail and 
enforcement efforts have expanded 
globally and will only continue to increase 
throughout the industrialised world. 
 

While creating an SDS from start to finish 
may be complicated, there are several key 
takeaways that can simplify the process. 
Before starting the process, ensure that you 
have the right people working together, 

whether by developing in-house expertise 
or sourcing third-party solutions. Develop 
an information flow process to ensure you 
have access to the necessary product 
information, build your data sets and rules 
if you have in-house authoring software, 
develop and document a streamlined 
authoring process, eliminating any 
inefficiencies or customisations that may 
clog the system. Identify the regulations 
that impact your business and develop the 
necessary resources to stay abreast of 
changing regulatory requirements and 
integrate them into your SDSs and labels. 

By integrating best practices, companies 
can achieve an efficient process for 
generating complaint SDSs.

The views expressed in contributed articles are 
those of the expert authors and are not 
necessarily shared by Chemical Watch.

To comment on this article, click here: 
Chemical Watch Forum

For many companies 
accustomed to the more 
performance-based ANSI 
requirements and for 
those that have never 
been required to have 
SDS documents, the level 
of detail and complexity 
in the global arena may 
seem overwhelming
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